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. Substances with a negative susceptibility are called 

(a) paramagnetic (6) ferromagnetic 
(c) diamagnetic (d) none of these 

2. Bragg reflection occur only for wavelength 
(a) A s 2d b) 2 2d 

c)Asd/2 (d) 2 d/2 

3. The space lattice of diamond is 

(a) bec (b) simple cubic 

() hcp d) fec 

4. What is the kinetic energy of a molecule of a diatomic gas at STP 

(a) kT/2 (b) kT 

c) 3kT/2 (d) 5kT/2 

5. The following equations represent transverse waves Z1 = A cos(kx-ot), 
Z2 = A cos(kxtot) and Z3= A cos(ky-ot). Which of the following 
combinations represent a wave traveling in a direction making an angle 45 
with the positive x andy axis 

a) Z+Z2 (b) Z+Z 
(d) Z+ZatZ (c) ZatZ 

6. If the constituent particles of a solid are arranged in a three dimensional 

periodic manner or if it has a reticular structure it is said to be a 

(a) metal (b) lattice 

(c)amorphous solid (d) crystal 
7. The process through which the velocity of electrons decreases as a result of 

collisions, leading to the establishment of equilibrium in a crystal is termed 

as 

(a) relaxation process (b) diffusion process 

(c)spontaneous emission (d) electron pairing 

8. All intrinsic semiconductors are insulators at 

(a) T<0 (b) T=0 

(c)T>0 (d) independent of T 

9. The bandgap energy of Silicon is 

(a) 0.1eV (b) 1.6eV 

(c) 1.12eVv (d) 0.67eV 



10. A superconductor expels magnetic flux. This phenomenon is known as 

(a) isotopic effect (b) Hall effect 

() Josephson Effect (d) Meissner effect 

I1. When a non-centrosymmetric crystal is subjected to a mechanical stress, 

the ions are displaced from each other in an asymmetric manner and the 

crystal becomes electrically polarized. This is called 

(a) ferroelectric effect (b) antiferroelectric effect 

c)piezoelectric effect (d) pyroelectric effect 

12. Which of the following can be determined with the use of Hall effect 

(a) the sign of the current carrying charges 

(b) the mobility of charge carriers 

(c) both (a) and (b) 

(d) neither (a) nor (b) 

13. The condition for Bragg's reflection is given by 

(a) sine 2d/na (b) 2d n/sine 

(c) sin6= 2dna (d) 2dsine n 

14. The law of reflection and refraction may be derived from 

(a) diffraction pattern b) Fermat's principle 

(c) Malu's law (d) Stoke's theorem 

15. A right circularly polarized light is incident nonmally on a quarter wave 

plate. The output will be 

(a) linearly polarized light (6) left circularly polarized light 

(c) right circularly polarized light (d) unpolarized light 
16. At a point P, at distance L from a point source of light, the intensity is 

measured to be I. An aperture is now introduced between the sources and 

the point P such that it blocks all Fresnel zones except the central zone. 

What is the intensity at P now 

(a) 41 (b) 21 

(c) 1/2 (d) I/4 

17. There is a phase change of 180" when the light is 

(a) reflected from a denser medium 

(b) reflected from a rarer medium 

(c) transmitted to a denser medium 

(d) transmitted to a rarer medium 
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18. The organic crystals absorb one component of the electric field and 

transmit the other. This phenomenon is called 

(a) filtering (b) fluorescence 

(c)phosphorescence (d) dichorism 

19. The source and the screen are placed at finite distances from the aperture in 

(a) Fresnel diffraction (b) Fraunhoffer diffraction 

(c) both (a) and (b) (d) neither (a) nor (b) 

20. For a laser action to be made possible, the ions of the active material will 

have to be excited to the proper possible, upper level which is usually 

accomplished by 
(a) thermal excitation (b) strong electric field 

(c) optical pumping (d) strong magnetic field 

21. In a1 ce-centered cube the number of atoms per unit cell is 

(a) 2 (b) 4 

(c)6 (d) 8 

22. If a plane of atoms ends only partway through a crystal, the edge of such a 

plane is a defect in the form of a line, and is known as 

(a) Frenkel defect (b) Schottky defect 

(c) compositional defect (d) dislocation 

23. The He-Ne laser consist of a mixture of He and Ne in the ratio of about 

(a) 1:10 (6) 10:1 

()3:10 (d) 10:3 

24. In a graded index optical fibre the path of the light is 

(a) square (b) rectangular 
(c) rectilinear (d) sinusoidal 

25. The measure of the light gathering power of the fibre is termed as 

(a) attenuation b) dispersive power 
(c) numerical aperture (d) none of these 

26. The radio frequency region of the spectrum is 

a) 3x10 0-3x10 Hz 
(c) 3x102 -3x104 Hz 

(b) 3x10°-3x100 Hz 

(d) 3x10-3x10" Hz 
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27. In the rotation spectrum of carbon monoxide, the first line is observed at 

3.84235 cm". Then the moment of inertia of the molecule is 

(a) 14.5695 x 10 kgm 

(c) 1.45695 x 10* kgm 

(b) 6.8636 x 10 kgm 

(d) 6.8636 x 10° kgm* 

28. Which of the following is an invalid variable 

(a) number (b) case 

cstrength (d) flower 

29. Assume that amount = 1, m = 50, n = 10 and p = 5. Then m- 

3n+4 amount equals to 

(a) 16 (b) 474 

(c) 24 (d) 20 

30.i i+2 can be written as: 
(a) i (b) it+ 

() i+2 (d) i+=i+2 

31. F8E6.3916 X 10 

(a) 63,718.222 (b) 60,134.2346 

(c) 12,116.4202 (d) 10,001.2402 

32. ASCI code of C is 

(a) 1000001 (b) 0100011 

(c) 0100001 (d) 1000001 

33. 110010002 - 011111012 is 

(a) 01001011 (b) 01111011 

(c) 10111011 (d) 01001000 

34. If A is the gain of the operational amplifier, then the output voltage of the 

amplifier in its inverting configuration is 

(a) AVin (b) 1 

(c) (d)-AVin 
35. Which of the following is not an ideal opamp characteristic 

(a) infinite input resistance (b) infinite output resistance 

)infinite voltage gain (d) zero output resistance 
36. When Vo = Vin, the operational amplifier is called 

(a) inverting amplifier (6) non-inverting amplifier 
c) differential amplifier d) voltage follower 
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37. The emitter is - doped 

(a) heavily (b) lightly 

(c) moderately (d) not 

38. In a common base connection, lc = 0.95mA and lb = 0.05mA. Then the 

value of a is 

(a) 0.95 (b) 1.05 

(c) 19 d) 0.053 

39. The value of a = 0.99. Then the value of f is 

(a) 0.0001 (b) 99 

(c) 1.0101 (d) 0.99 

40. The point where the load line intersects the lo = 0 curve is known as 

(a) cut off (b) saturation 

c)load line point (d) active point 

41. - coupling is generally employed in power amplifiers. 

(a) direct (b) transformer 

(c) RC (d) none of these 

42. power amplifier has the highest collector efficiency 

(a) class A (b) class B 

(c) class C (d) class D 

43. Negative feedback --- the gain of the amplifier. 

(a) increases (b) reduces 

c) do not affect (d) none of these 

44. The voltage gain of the amplifier without feedback is 3000. If negative

feedback is used, then the gain of the amplifier is (given, the feedback 

fraction is 0.01) 

a) 0.0103 (b) 100 

()0 (d) )97 
45. The amplifier has a current gain of 250 and a bandwidth of 400KHz 

without feedback. If negative current feedback (m, = 0.01) is applied, then 

the bandwidth of the amplifier is 

(a) 114.29 (b)-600 

(c) 1400 (d) -266.67 



46. Barchausen criterion is 

(a) m,Ay = T (6) myAy= -1 

(c) myA, =1 (d) m,Ay =-1 

47. The frequency of oscillation of a phase shift oscillator is equal to 

(a) 1/21IRC (b) 1/2T1VR,CRC2 
(c) 1/2 IIvLC1 (d) 1/2 IIRCV6 

48. A transistor oscillator produces -- 0scillation 

(a) damped (b) undamped 
(c) small and damped (d) large 

49. A phase shift oscillator requires transformers 

(a)1 (b) 0 

c) 2 (d) 3 

S0. When the signal amplitude is 1.5 times the career amplitude having value 

1A, the maximum value of career wave becomes 2.5A. Then the 

modulation factor is 

(a)1 (b) 1.5 

(c)0.5 (d) 0 

S1. An AM wave is represented by the equation V=5 (1+0.6 cos62801) sin211 

x 10" t volts. Then the minimum and maximum amplitude of the AM 

wave is 

(a) 2V and 8V (b) 1V and 8V 

(c) 0 and 2V (d) 5V and 6V 

S2. A career wave of S00 watts is subjected to 100% amplitude modulation. 

Then the power in upper sideband is 

(a) 250W (b) 125W 

(C) 100W (d) OW 

53. Frequency modulation gives- ----- noise 

(a) less (b) more 

(c) zero (d) none of these 

54. Two infinite parallel planes carry equal but opposite uniform charge 
density o. What will be the field between the plates? 

(a) a/2 b) 2a/e 

(c) o/e (d) Zero 
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55. Which of the statement is true in the case of a conductor 

i. E = 0 inside a conductor 

ii. E is a constant inside a conductor 

iii. no net charge resides on the surface of the conductor 

iv. conductor is an equipotential surface 

(a) i&ii (b) i& ii 

(c)i& iv (d) all the above 

$6. Which of the following is the gauss's law in the presence of dielectric? 

(a) V.D =pr (b)V XH HoJ 
()Y.Epr (d) none of these 

57. What is the work done when a charge Q. moving with a velocity v in a 

magnetic field B? 

(a)QB (6)Q (V X B) 

(c) zero d) (QxB)v 

58. Which among the following explains the presence of a vector potential in 

magnetostatics? 

(a) xE=0 (b) V.B =0 

c) VxB= HoJ (d) V.A = 0 

59. An ac source producing an emf V = Vo [sin øt +sin 2ot] is connected in 

series with a capacitor and a resistor. The current in the circuit is i ij sin 

(ot+9) + i2 sin (20t+0). Then 

(a) ii =i2 (b) ii2 

Ciia (d) i may be less than, cqual or greater than i2 

60. A coil of 6 ohms inductive reactance in series with a resistance of 25 ohms 

is connected to an ac line of 130 V. What will be the current through the 

circuit? 

(a) 2A (b) 10A 

(c) 4A (d) 65A 

61. If the mass of a star is 1.8 times that of sun, what will be its future? 

(a) protostar (6) neutron star 

(c) white dwarf (d) black hole 



62. "It is impossible to construct an engine whose sole effect is extract heat 

from a thermal reservoir and completely convert into work". This is the 

statement of 

(a) Kelvin-Plank (b) Clausius 

(c)1 law of thermodynamics (d) none of these 

63. Gibbs function is expressed as 

(a) U+PV-Ts b) U-PV+TS 

(c) A-PV (d) H+TS 

64. For an irreversible process, change in entropy is 

(a) zero (b) negative 

positive (d) no change 

65. The volume of an air bubble increases three fold as it rises from bottom of a 

lake to the surface. What is the depth of the lake? (atmospheric pressure = 

Po 
(a) 2popg (b) 3po/pe 
()Popg (d) PoPE 

66. What is the unit of molar specific heat? 

(a) Jmol'k 
()J Kg'K 

(b) J mol K 

())JKg" 
67. Work done in an adiabatic process is 

a) nRT In(VN) (b) nR(T2- T,(Y-1) 

(c)P(V2. Vi) d) zero 

68. During an adiabatic compression of 5 moles of a gas, 250 J of work was 

done. The change in the internal energy will be 

(a) 50J (b)-150 J 

() 250 J d)-250 J 

69. A Camot's engine working between 27" C & 127 C takes up 800 J of heat 

from the reservoir in one cycle. What is the work done by the engine? 

(a) 100J (b) 200J 
(c) 300 J (d) 400 J 

70. V.rr is 

(a) (n+2) (b (n+2) 

(c)(n+3) 2 (d) (n+3) 



71. Given A = 2i+3j+5k and B itj. the component of A along Bis 

(a) 5/N2 (i+j) (b) 1/V2 (i+j+k) 
(c) 5/N2 (2i+3j+5k) (d) 2i+3j+5k 

72. A stone of mass 250g is tied to the end of a string of length Imeter. It is 

whirled in a horizontal circle with frequency 30 rev/min. What is the 

tension in the string? 

(a) r/4 N (b) r/2 N 

()r* N (d) 2 N 

73. A helicopter of mass M is rising vertically upwards with a uniform 

acceleration a. If the mass of the person in the helicopter is m, what is the 

magnitude and direction of force exerted by helicopter on the surrounding 

air? 

(a) (M+m) (g-a) downwards (b) (M+m) (g+a) downwards 

(c) m(g-a) upwards (d) M(g-a) downwards 

74. A rocket works on the principle of conservation of 

(a) mass (b) kinetic energy 

(c) linear momentum (d) angular momentum 

75. Consider a cylinder of mass M, radius R and length L, the moment of 

inertia about an axis through end faces and perpendicular to length is, 

(a) M(R/4+L?n2) 
(c) M(R/2+L12) 

b) M(R/4+L'/2) 
(d) M(R/2+L/3) 

76. If the earth were suddenly contract to half its present size, without any 

change in its present mass, the duration of the new day will be 

(a) 6hours (b) 12hours 

(C)18hours (d) 30hours 

77. A simple harmonic motion is given by the equation x = 3 sin3tt + 4 cos3t 

where x is in meters. The amplitude of motion is 

(a) 3m (b) 4m 

Sm (d) 7m 

78. Two springs of spring constant K are connected in parallel. The time period 

of mass m is given by 

(a) 2r(m/K) (b) 2nv(m/2K) 

() 2rV(2m/K) (d) 2r(K/m) 
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79. Energies of first three excited states of hydrogen atoms are 

(a) 0.85eV, 1.5leV, 3.4eV (b) 6.8eV, 4.53eV, 3.4eV 

(c)-0.85eV, -1.5leV, -3.4eV (d)-3.4eV,-1.5leV, -0.85eV 
80. Atomic number A and atomic radius R are related as 

(a) A oo R(1/2) (b) A R 

(c) A R (U) (d) A R? 

81. The respective energies of spin down and spin up states of a proton when a 

magnetic field is applied in Z direction is given by 

a) E+ MB, Eg- MgB (b) Egt 2MpeB, Eg-2MpB 

(c) E-MB, Eg+ M,B (d) Eg-2 MpB, Eg+2MB 

82. During beta decay stability of the nucleus 

(a) decreases (b) increases 

() does not change (d) may increase or decrease 

83. Which conservation is not applicable in strong interaction? 

(a) conservation of baryon number (b) conservation of energy 

(c) conservation of parity (d) conservation of lepton number 

84. Among H lines of hydrogen, deuterium and tritium, which will have larger 

wavelength 
(a) Hydrogen b) Deuterium 

(c) Tritium (d) all will have same wavelength 

85. Nuclear force is 

(a) always attractive (b) always repulsive 
C) attractive at very short range drepulsive at very short range 

86. Blue light and red lights of equal intensity are incident on a sample whose 

critical frequency comes in infrared region. Which of these lights will 

produce more photoelectron current? 

(a) red light (b) blue light 

(c) equal current (d) there will be no photo electric effect 

87. The energy of a particle in a box of length L is proportional to 

(a) 1/L2 (b) 1/L 

(c) L (d) L2 
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88. The De Broglie wavelength of an electron moving with a velocity 1.5 X 

10 m/si equal to that of a proton. The ratio of the kinetic energy of the 

electron to that of the proton is 

(a) 2 (b) 1/2 

(c)4 (d) 1/4 

89. A solid sphere is rotating in free space. If the radius of the sphere is 

increased, keeping its mass the same, which one of the following quantity 

will not be affected? 

(a) moment of inertia (b) angular momentum 

(c)angular velocity (d) rotational kinetic energy 

90. Which of the following is more elastic? 

(a) glass (b) steel 

(c)rubber (d) wood 

91. Two Water drops combine to form a large drop. In this process 

(a) energy is absorbed 

(b) energy is liberated 

(c) energy is neither liberated nor absorbed 

d) a small mass is converted into energy according to E=mC 

92. A train covers half of its journey with a speed of 20m/s and the other half 

with a speed of 30m/s. The average velocity of the train during the whole 

journey is 

(a) 24m/s (b) 25m/s 

() 26m/s (d) 27m/s 

93. A bullet is fired from a rifle, which recoils after firing. The ratio of the 

kinetic energy of the rifle to that of the bullet is 

(a) zero (b) one 

(c) less than one (d) greater than one 

94. If Vg and Vp represent the group velocity and phase velocity ofa de 

Broglie wave, then which among the following options is correct? 

(aC>V,>V, (b) C> V,>V 
()VC>V d)V>C>V 

95. Which among the given operators is not associated with energy? 

(a)-(h /8TT m) d'/dx? (b) ih/211 (d/dt) 

d)h/2li (dldx) 
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96. The unit of nuclear magnetonis 
(a) eV (b) C/T 

(c) W/K? (d) J/T 

97. If the Q' value ofa nuclear reaction is negative, then 

(a) reaction is not possible 

(b) resultant nucleus will have high energy 

(c) reactant particles should have high energy 

(d) energy is liberated in reaction 

98. When a large amount of energy is given to a neutron 

(a) its constituent quarks break free (6) a meson pair is created 

(c) a neutrino is created (d) nothing happens 
99. The conservation law behind the stability of proton is 

(a) conservation of spin b) conservation of baryon number 

(c) conservation of charge (d) conservation of strangeness 

100. The energy of an electron in the outermost shell of an atom is 

(a) negative (b) positive 
(c) zero (d) can be negative or positive 
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